


Penthouse with private rooftop wide spaces open
design in Aldea Zama

ID: MLS-DTU260-1 Location: Tulum

Zone: Aldea Zama Type: Penthouse

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 3

Levels: 2 Construction: 305 m2 / 3,283.02 ft
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Description

MLS-DTU260Luxury condominium with private pool in Aldea ZamaDevelopment

located in Aldea Zama, the first planned community of Tulum, with underground

services, green areas and bicycle path to the hotel zone and beach area, just 15

minutes by bike, you will not need the car. In addition Aldea Zama also has a

commercial area with restaurants, cafes and shops of original design.The project

was designed to promote a greater connection with nature, with an architecture that

embraces the imposing natural beauty of Tulum.The architects work directly with

local artisans and the use of natural materials available in the area to preserve the

beauty of this environment, resulting in a sustainable and inspiring architecture.The

distinctive element of the complex is its rooftop, which includes an infinity pool and

a terrace overlooking the jungle. From there, you can see the sunset and sunrise

on the horizon, which makes it the ideal place to enjoy hours under the sun and

nights full of stars. It will soon become your sanctuary.Penthouse with independent

lock off bedroom, which allows you to rent it individuallyPrivate terrace with
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pool.Equipment:ClosetsAir conditionerKitchen fully equiped :Washer and dryer

centerDuble door fridgeElectric grillElectric

ovenBellDishwasherAmenities: On-site parking 24-hour private

securityStorage in the basementInfinity pool overlooking the jungle and lounge

area.As part of their commitment to respect and preserve the environment,

developers will retain most of nature by relocating palms and trees.With a limited

number of residences, this condo offers a quiet and exclusive lifestyle.Only 9

residences.Excellent distribution and wide spaces, this project has the widest

spaces in the area.Large windows invite sunlight and welcome you to paradise.

Creating an indoor / outdoor lifestyle.Just a few minutes from the beach,you have

easy access to all services and amenities.PRICES:2 Bedrooms private pool 249m2

387,000 USD (7?353,000 PESOS)Penthouse 3 Bedrooms private pool 305m2

595,000 USD (11?305,000 PESOS)
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Property details

- Air conditioning - Fully equipped kitchen
- Integral Kitchen - Lock off
- Luxury finishes - Private Pool
- Roof Top - Storage
- Terrace - Unfurnished
- Unique Aquitectural design

Amenities

- Controlled access - Infinity pool
- Security 24/7 - Sundeck area
- Swimming Pool
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Location
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